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efficiency of circular polarization and provide the intriguing 
possibility of its real application. Although previous approaches 
in few-layer metasurfaces dramatically enhanced the efficiency 
of single-band asymmetric transmission of circular polariza-
tion, manipulation of this effect and expansion of the working 
bandwidth is still inherently difficult. The few-layer metasur-
faces in previous works have the complicated structure param-
eters and the high requirement of structure alignments, which 
prevent them from real applications. Moreover, multiband 
operation of high-efficiency asymmetric transmission of circu-
larly polarized waves is still highly desirable for novel applica-
tions such as multiband polarizers and filters.

The anisotropic of the metasurface structure is vital for gen-
erating asymmetric transmission. Thus, metasurfaces with both 
anisotropic and few-layer structures are expected to perform 
well in asymmetric transmission applications. Here, we propose 
a three-layer anisotropic metasurface by stacking multilayers 
of rotated gold nanorods that can realize high-efficiency dual-
band asymmetric transmission and mutual polarization conver-
sion for circularly polarized waves in the near-infrared regime. 
Moreover, it can, respectively, transform left-circularly polarized 
(LCP) and right-circularly polarized (RCP) incident waves to 
orthogonally polarized waves in two adjacent wavebands within 
a single propagation direction. The superior cross-polarization 
conversion is attributed to Fabry–Pérot-like resonance cavities 
formed between three metallic layers and the air–Si3N4 inter-
face. The high-performance asymmetric transmission results 
from the anisotropy of the structure and multiple reflection and 
transmission interference in the Fabry–Pérot-like resonance 
cavities, which was verified by performing wave-transfer matrix 
method. We find that the metasurface reaches opposite asym-
metric transmission peaks of about 60% efficiency at 122.5 and 
183.1 THz. In addition, orthogonal polarization conversion 
can be realized in two bands with more than 90% polarization 
conversion ratio (PCR) and conversion intensities of 0.54 and 
0.40 are realized for normally incident LCP and RCP waves at 
around 172.5 and 133.8 THz, respectively.

An artistic rendering of the asymmetric transmission in the 
proposed metasurface is presented in Figure 1a. A forward-
incident LCP wave can be transmitted and transformed into 
an RCP wave, while a backward-incident LCP wave is mainly 
reflected in the higher frequency band. Figure 1b shows a unit 
cell of the three-layer anisotropic metasurface, which consists 
of three gold nanorods embedded in the Si3N4 substrate. The 
top (green) and bottom (red) nanorods are parallel to the x-axis, 
and the angle φ between the middle and top nanorods is 45°. 
The nanorods have dimensions of length L = 600 nm, width 
W = 250 nm, and thickness t = 40 nm, with a layer-to-layer 
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Metasurfaces are periodic 2D artificial media with subwave-
length unit cells and thicknesses, which overcome physical 
limitations imposed by natural materials and are able to guide 
electromagnetic waves in unprecedented ways with great pre-
cision.[1–4] Numerous applications based on metasurfaces have 
been proposed such as ultrathin lenses,[5,6] high-resolution 
holograms,[7] vector beam generators,[8,9] refractive quarter-
wave plates,[10] and anomalous refraction.[11] Recently, a Lorentz 
reciprocal phenomenon in metasurfaces termed asymmetric 
transmission, first investigated by Fedotov et al., has attracted 
much interest.[12] The effect manifests itself as a difference in 
the total transmission between forward and backward propaga-
tion and can be realized with the aid of polarization conversion.

Asymmetric transmission effects with metasurfaces for both 
linearly polarized waves and circularly polarized waves have 
been proposed.[13–24] These designs can be used as polarization 
transformers and polarization-controlled devices for applica-
tions in spectroscopy, ultrafast information processing, optical 
interconnects, communications, and so on. In particular, asym-
metric transmission of circularly polarized waves has attracted 
much attention and has been realized in single-layer metasur-
faces. For example, Fedotov et al. achieved asymmetric trans-
mission of circularly polarized waves at normal incidence with 
a planar split-ring microwave metamaterial.[20] However, the 
limited interaction between waves and single-layer metasur-
faces reduced the efficiency and bandwidth of the asymmetric 
transmission, preventing their practical applications.

Recent advances in few-layer metasurfaces provide an alter-
native way to overcome the drawbacks of single-layer meta-
surfaces. Wu et al. proposed two different bilayered chiral 
metamaterials to enhance the asymmetric transmission effects 
of circularly polarized GHz waves.[23] Pfeiffer et al. experimen-
tally demonstrated that three-layer bianisotropic metasurfaces 
allow for high-performance polarization control of light.[24] Few-
layer metasurfaces with near-field wave interference and reso-
nances between layers improve the asymmetric transmission 
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separation distance d = 200 nm, and a period of the unit cell 
of P = 750 nm in both the x and y directions. The thickness of 
Si3N4 covered on the top nanorods is also d = 200 nm.

Numerical simulations have been conducted to analyze the 
characterizations of the proposed metasurface, using CST 
microwave studio.[25] In our simulations, unit-cell boundary 
conditions were used in the x and y directions, and an open 
(perfectly matched layer) boundary was defined in the z direc-
tion, while the excitation sources were LCP and RCP normally 
incident waves. The permittivity of the Si3N4 substrate was 4. 
The real part of the permittivity for Si3N4 almost keeps a con-
stant in the near-infrared wavelength and depends fairly mono-
tonically on the flow rate of N2 in the fabrication process. When 
the frequency is lower than 300 THz, the imaginary part of the 
permittivity is almost equal to zero. Therefore, the permittivity 
of Si3N4 is set to be a constant in our simulation. The disper-
sion function of gold was defined by the Drude model with 
plasma frequency 1.37 10 sp

16 1ω = × −  and damping constant 
4.08 10 s13 1γ = × − .[26] To account for surface scattering, grain 

boundary effects in the thin gold film, and inhomogeneous 
broadening, we used a three times higher damping constant 
than bulk.[18,24,27,28] Different damping constants will affect the 
peak value of asymmetric transmission. With the increasing of 
the damping constant, the peak value of asymmetric transmis-
sion will be gradually decreasing.

The Jones matrix[29,30] is introduced to analyze the asym-
metric transmission of circularly polarized waves. For the 
circular base, the generally complex amplitudes of the incident 
field and the transmitted field can be related by complex Jones 
matrices T:
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The superscript “f” indicates forward propagation (along the +z  
direction). Since the structure does not contain any magne-
tooptic material, the reciprocity theorem is applied and the Jones 
matrix T for backward propagation can be written as 
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Thus, the total transmission of an LCP wave is 
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The asymmetric transmission is defined as the difference 
between the transmission of forward propagation and that of 
backward propagation, and can be expressed as 

| | | |circ
LCP

RL
2

LR
2

circ
RCP∆ = ∆ = − = −∆t T T  

(4)

We can see that the asymmetric transmission originates 
from the difference between the magnitudes of two cross-polar-
ization transmission coefficients.

To obtain the transmission properties for the proposed meta-
surface, the squared moduli of four T matrix elements tij = |Tij|2 
for forward (+z) and backward (−z) propagating waves are sim-
ulated and shown in Figure 2. Apparently, the two cross-polari-
zation transmission coefficients exchange with each other when 
the propagation direction is reversed, while the copolarization 
transmission coefficients remain unchanged. According to 
Figure 2(a), tLR and tRL are extremely different for the two wave-
bands near 120 and 180 THz. The simulated asymmetric trans-
missions of LCP and RCP waves are presented in Figure 3a. 
The high-performance asymmetric transmission reaches two 
maximum values 0.638circ

LCP∆ =  and 0.588circ
RCP∆ =  at 183.1 and 

122.5 THz, respectively. Thus, when circularly polarized waves 
in the lower waveband are incident along the forward direction, 
the RCP waves can pass through the metasurface while the LCP 
waves are forbidden. However, the case will be reversed when 
the incident waves are in the higher waveband or the propa-
gation direction is reversed. The asymmetric transmission in 
the designed metasurface is attributed to the structural anisot-
ropy with a mirror symmetry perpendicular to the z-axis and 
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Figure 1. a) Artistic rendering of the asymmetric transmission for the proposed three-layer anisotropic metasurface. The circularly polarized waves can 
be transmitted and are converted into orthogonal polarization in one direction while they can be efficiently reflected in the other direction. b) Geometry 
detail of designed metasurface. The angle φ indicates the angle between the top (green) and the middle (yellow) nanorods.
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at most a C2 symmetry with respect to the z axis.[29] In order 
to study the influence of anisotropy on the asymmetric trans-
mission effect, we simulated asymmetric transmission of LCP 
waves in the metasurface with different values of φ, as shown 
in Figure 3b. By changing the angle φ to 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°, 
the anisotropy is varied accordingly. The asymmetric transmis-
sion efficiency increases with increasing structural anisotropy, 
and when φ = 0°, the structure becomes mirror symmetry with 
respect to the x–z and y–z plane and the asymmetric transmis-
sion vanishes.

The anisotropy of the structure also results in polariza-
tion conversion. As is shown in Figure 2a, the copolarization 
transmission coefficients are less than 0.2 spanning the entire 
considered frequency range and even decrease to nearly 0 at 
around 172.5 THz (LCP) and 133.8 THz (RCP). This suggests 
two polarization conversion wavebands realizing opposite 
polarization conversion. To measure the polarization conver-
sion properties of the metasurface, we calculated the polari-
zation conversion ratio (PCR) and ellipticity angle χ of trans-
mitted field using 

PCR =
+
t

t t
j

ij

jj ij  

(5a)

sin 2
2

1
sin2χ φ=

+
∆r

r  
(5b)

The results are plotted in Figure 4. The subscripts “j” and 
“i” denote the polarization states of the incident and trans-
mitted waves, respectively. φ φ φ∆ = −y x  is the phase differ-
ence between the x- and y-components of the transmitted field, 
and r = |Ey|/|Ex| is the ratio of the magnitudes of the x- and 
y-components of the transmitted field. As is known, PCR = 1 
indicates complete polarization conversion, and χ = 45° and 
χ = −45° indicate that the transmitted field is RCP and LCP 
waves, respectively. For forward-incident LCP waves, the PCR is 
higher than 90% from 163.8 to 183 THz and the ellipticity angle 
is higher than 40° between 170.4 and 174.9 THz. At around 
172.5 THz, complete polarization conversion from LCP to RCP 
is realized and the cross-polarization intensity is 0.54. The 
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Figure 2. Simulated squared moduli tij = |Tij|2 of the T matrix for a) forward and b) backward incidence.

Figure 3. a) Simulated asymmetric transmission efficiency for LCP and RCP. b) Simulated asymmetric transmission efficiency for different values of 
the angle φ.
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maximum at 125 THz is not of significance because of the weak 
cross-polarization intensity of 0.03. As for RCP incidence, it is 
observed that complete polarization conversion from RCP to 
LCP is realized at 133.8 THz with a cross-polarization intensity 
of 0.40. Thus, the proposed metasurface has two polarization 
conversion wavebands corresponding to LCP-to-RCP and RCP-
to-LCP, which is reversed in the case of backward incidence.

The enhanced asymmetric transmission in the dual-band 
and mutual polarization conversion can be attributed to the 
multiple reflection and transmission interference between 
the three metallic nanorod layers and the air–Si3N4 substrate 
interface, as shown in Figure 5a. To verify this interpretation, 
we simulated the transmission-matrix elements and reflection-
matrix elements of every layer and performed wave-transfer 
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Figure 4. PCR and ellipticity angle χ of the transmission wave for a) LCP and b) RCP forward incidence.

Figure 5. a) Schematic of the multiple reflection and transmission interference model in the three-layer metasurface. Simulated and calculated  
b) copolarization transmission coefficients and c) cross-polarization transmission coefficients of T matrix. d) Calculated asymmetric transmission for 
forward and backward incidence.
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matrix method (denoted as 4 × 4 Mij matrices) based on 
these data.[30,31] First, we simulated the scattering parameters 
(denoted as T-matrices and R-matrices) for every layer. Then, 
we calculated the scattering transfer parameters (denoted as 
M-matrices) based on the scattering parameters. The M-matrix 
Pi for a homogeneous medium with thickness di and refractive 
index ni is given by 

diag( , , , )0 0 0 0PP = − −e e e ei
ik n d ik n d ik n d ik n di i i i i i i i

 (6)

where k0 is the wave number in free-space. Therefore, for the 
proposed structure, the overall M-matrix can be written as 

MM MM PP MM PP MM PP MMeedd dd ddcc cc ccbb bb bbaa=  (7)

Finally, the four elements of the transmission matrix were 
retrieved from the overall M-matrix.

The comparison of theoretically calculated and numerically 
simulated overall squared moduli of the four T-matrix ele-
ments for forward propagation are presented in Figure 5b,c, 
and the asymmetric transmission as determined by the theo-
retically calculated results is shown in Figure 5d. The calculated 
results agree well with those from the simulation. Owing to the 
nonignorable nanorod thickness, a tiny error was introduced in 
the multiple reflection and transmission interference model in 
which the metallic layer thickness is neglected, resulting in a 
slight blue-shift of about 2 THz in Figure 5b–d. The consist-
ency of the simulation and calculation verify that the proposed 
model of multiple reflection and transmission interference is 
correct, and is suitable for the analysis and interpretation of the 
propagation properties of few-layer metasurfaces.

The multiple reflection and transmission interference in 
the metasurface releases the alignment requirement between 
adjacent layers of nanorods. The asymmetric transmission 
efficiencies for LCP waves of metasurfaces with misaligned 
nanorods are presented in Figure 6. The shift along the x- and 
y-axis between a misaligned layer and an accurately aligned 
layer is denoted as Δx and Δy, respectively. Figure 6a,b corre-
sponds, respectively, to the shift of the top layer and middle 
layer. We considered four cases of misalignments: Δx = 0 nm, 

Δy = 0 nm (solid line); Δx = 15 nm, Δy = 0 nm (dashed line); 
Δx = 0 nm, Δy = 15 nm (short dashed line); and Δx = 15 nm, 
Δy = 15 nm (dotted line). The results show that limited shifts 
of the nanorods have almost no effect on the generation of 
asymmetric transmission, which is beneficial for its practical 
applications.

Our designs also release the high-precision requirements 
of the structure parameters, which benefit from the multiple 
interference in the few-layer metasurfaces. To display the influ-
ence of structure parameters on the proposed asymmetric 
transmission, we calculated the asymmetric transmissions 
with different structure parameters and separation distances in 
Figure 7. The length of the nanorod and the period of the meta-
surface have almost no effect on the asymmetric transmission 
(see Figure 7a,b). The width of the nanorod slightly affects the 
asymmetric transmission compared with the length and period 
(see Figure 7c). Basically, the variations of structure parameters 
in an appropriate range do not affect the asymmetric transmis-
sion. The variation of the separation distance has an apparent 
shift for the asymmetric transmission (see Figure 7d), since it 
is directly associated with the multiple interference in the few-
layer metasurfaces.

In conclusion, we proposed high-efficiency dual-band 
asymmetric transmission with mutual polarization con-
version for circularly polarized waves in the near-infrared 
regime with a few-layer anisotropic metasurface composed 
of three layers of gold nanorods embedded in the Si3N4 sub-
strate. The results show that at around 120 and 180 THz, 
two opposite asymmetric transmission effects are realized 
with an asymmetric transmission efficiency of about 60%, 
which is attributed to the structural anisotropy of the meta-
surface. Moreover, the anisotropy also results in polarization 
conversion. Complete polarization conversion for LCP and 
RCP waves propagating along the forward direction is real-
ized at 172.5 and 133.8 THz with cross-polarization trans-
mission coefficients of 0.54 and 0.40, respectively. A model 
of multiple reflection and transmission interference was used 
to demonstrate the generation of high efficiency dual-band 
asymmetric transmission effects. This model was verified by 
a wave-transfer matrix method, and was shown to provide a 
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Figure 6. a) Asymmetric transmission for forward incidence with different location of top nanorods. b) Asymmetric transmission for forward incidence 
with different location of middle nanorods.
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concise explanation for asymmetric transmission in few-layer 
metasurfaces. It releases the alignment requirement of adja-
cent nanorod layers and is useful in practical applications. 
The designed metasurface provides an intriguing design 
method for future polarization conversion devices based on 
asymmetric transmission. In addition, its diode-like asym-
metric transmission in adjacent wavebands can lead to pos-
sible applications in information coding and decoding in the 
optical communication field.
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